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Management summary
A decade ago, the Great Recession pulled
the floor out from under law firms’ previously
unshakeable position in the legal market. At the
same time, technology became an inescapable
force continuously altering the practice and
delivery of legal services. Much has been written
about the transformative effects of both, often
with a sense of yearning for times past that, while
not yet out of mind, remain forever out of reach.
This white paper discusses a different, more
positive side of the story – though it is not
without its warnings. Advancements in artificial
intelligence and cloud technologies present
unparalleled opportunities for law firms to
differentiate in today’s increasingly crowded
market. Through the elimination of roadblocks
such as the need for extensive training and large,
upfront purchasing costs, these opportunities are
now more accessible than ever to small and midsize firms.
Today’s new generation of eDiscovery platforms are much easier to use than those of a decade
ago. They deliver defensible results with far fewer investments of time, effort, and money.
Attorneys who recognize eDiscovery technology as an instrument they control – powerful, yet
manageable – are the leaders clients seek and trust in our digital age. Differentiation through
harnessing the power of modern technology is the most effective way to ensure clients find those
leaders within your firm.
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Introduction: a bridge to savings in a new era
Before the turn of the century, law firms operated on a tranquil oasis – staid, traditional,
indubitable counsellors in times of trouble. When problems arose, clients simply handed them to
their attorneys, rarely questioning the cost.
In the early 2000s, several factors emerged to disrupt this idyllic scene. In a simple,
straightforward summation:
1. The Great Recession hit businesses hard, generating more work for law firm clients who
scrambled to get it all done with fewer resources and less money.
2. Technological advancements sparked the creation of new systems and processes that allowed
professionals to accomplish much more work with fewer resources and less money.
It was – and still is – clear that the two need to be brought together. Who better to build the bridge
that connects clients to the time- and cost-saving benefits of technology than those long-time,
trusted advisors, their legal counsel?
But the challenge went unanswered, and the effects upended the quiet oasis law firms enjoyed
for so long. Suddenly, clients questioned everything. They increased their scrutiny of outside legal
spend, cut out redundancies and inefficiencies, and reduced the numbers of lawyers and firms
used.
Attorney fees that did not clearly support their business interests landed on the chopping the
block. Firms scrambled to demonstrate their value. While all around them, clients saw technology
making business and legal processes swifter, easier and more effective, and more affordable – i.e.
much more aligned with their needs.
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Client needs come first
As early as 2008, British professor Richard Susskind, in his book The End of Lawyers?, described
law firm clients as “increasingly discerning, knowledgeable, and demanding customers who are
becoming ever more passionate about securing better service at low costs. Their power and
responsibility is massive.”
Now, analytical tools allow clients to make more informed decisions about outside legal spend.
Clients assess more than just pricing in evaluations of outside counsel. With the right technology
and data, they can also determine the effectiveness and efficiency of your services.
Meanwhile, clients also enjoy limitless options in an increasingly crowded market. Work that used
to automatically come to law firms is now kept inhouse or redirected:
•

.A 2018 study found that while legal budgets are expanding, almost all that expansion is inhouse spend including investing in new technology and processes to lower costs long term.

•

Alternative legal service providers have made steady gains in the market for years, increasing
the commoditization of and downward pricing pressures on many legal services.

•

The Big 4 accounting firms also entered the fray, adding formidable competition for high-value
work.
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Firms that recognize the diverse ways client needs are supported using technology are more
competitive because they can offer clients the savings and advantages they demand. In 2008,
Susskind also wrote:
.“It is client demand for new working practices and new efficiencies that will ultimately incline law
firms to adopt new technologies. A few innovative and entrepreneurial firms will lead the way with
some emerging systems. But most will wait to be nudged or dragged by their clients into twentyfirst century legal practice.”
That was over a decade ago. We are well into the 21st century. Can you say the same of your firm’s
practices?

eDiscovery technology’s value to clients
You can use technology to support your clients’ needs in many ways. One of the most time-tested
and well-established methods to bring value to both your firm and your clients’ businesses is by
using eDiscovery technology.
eDiscovery has its roots in the discovery regulations set forth in Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
(FRCP). When those rules went into effect, our information and records were mainly paper-based.
Now, however, most information is created and stored digitally.
In adapting to the digital transformation, eDiscovery transcended the FRCP to encompass the
process of discovering facts, figures, trends, and other information from within electronic data –
whether for litigation, regulatory, or any other purpose.
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eDiscovery enlightens many critical business areas
The eDiscovery process includes fact-finding missions prompted by the need to locate, process,
and share information contained within large data sets. eDiscovery platforms are the pre-eminent
tool for managing and processing electronic information securely. The need for eDiscovery arises
from many business-oriented processes, a few of which include:
•

Litigation

•

Arbitration

•

Subpoena and regulatory requests

•

Investigations and audits

•

Public records requests

•

Preparing virtual data rooms in M&As and vendor due diligence processes

•

GDPR and California Privacy Act compliance checks

•

Informing subjects of a data breach

eDiscovery platforms are the pre-eminent tool for managing and processing electronic
information securely.
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Artificial Intelligence: eDiscovery’s modern weapon
eDiscovery typically involves massive amounts of disparate types of data. Clients often need to
collect emails and their attachments, MS Office files, voicemails, texts, photos, videos, web pages,
social media posts, and other data types from hard drives, email and document management
systems, and repositories across several office locations. Security is paramount during data
transfers.
Manually collecting the data is a dubious prospect. Add in deduplicating, reviewing, redacting, and
reproducing thousands of electronic files by hand, and it also becomes grossly inefficient or even
impossible. Results are highly prone to omissions and errors. Regulations such as the General
Data Protection Regulation and the California Privacy Act add to the complexity because they
require additional redaction and pseudonymization to protect personal information.
Associate attorneys often resent relegation to these uninspiring tasks with zero educational value.
Clients no longer tolerate the massive fees that are the inevitable result of manual practices. They
are fully aware that technology achieves more accurate results faster and at less cost. Some
already use eDiscovery platforms to cull data sets inhouse and reduce outside review costs (i.e.,
the money you could be making).
You have likely heard about software that can complete these tasks for you. You have just as likely
heard about the need for lengthy preparation times spent teaching the software to determine
relevancy.
Today’s new generation of eDiscovery platforms eliminates the waste of manual practices while
using improved AI technologies that do not require lengthy teaching sessions. Defensibility is not
at risk as AI quickly and accurately completes repetitive tasks such as data collection, culling and
reviewing files for relevancy, and automatically redacting private information. The result is cost
savings for you and your clients.
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C’mon, only AmLaw 100 firms can afford eDiscovery platforms.
That was true in the past when investing in technology meant purchasing specialized software
and hardware that required large upfront cash payments. Back then, you also needed to employ
armies of IT staff to make it work, even after sending employees for training and certification.
Alternatively, firms outsourced eDiscovery work to legal service providers who often used (and still
use) opaque and unpredictable pricing models that always cost way more than anticipated.
But at times, firms were left with little choice. A peak number of deals or investigations occurring
simultaneously forced them to buy new technology or send work to outside vendors; often,
without time to fully vet either. Then, when the workload slowed, you were stuck with less-thanideal systems that remained idle 90% of the time, or clients who were unhappy at excessive costs,
or both.
Law firms spent hundreds of thousands of dollars on technology in the past, yet still lack the
appropriate tools to meet their clients’ eDiscovery needs today.
All this unfortunate hassle, stress and cost belong to an earlier era. It is time to leave them behind.
We are in a new age with software-as-a-service eDiscovery platforms that process tsunamis of
data without financial hardship.
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SaaS platforms: eDiscovery without financial hardship
Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) technologies exist wholly in the cloud where vendors are
responsible for their maintenance, not you. Right off the bat, your IT department’s workload
is significantly reduced. The cloud nature of SaaS platforms also helps you meet security
requirements of corporate clients because they are continually monitored and instantly upgraded
with the latest security fixes and updates.
SaaS eDiscovery platforms offer much greater flexibility and predictability in meeting your clients’
eDiscovery needs. First, subscription-based pricing means you pay for only the services you
need. Second, multiple service levels with varying options mean you are never stuck with useless
features. Third, you customize an affordable solution on initial sign-up and alter it as needs
fluctuate.
SaaS eDiscovery platforms that empower small and medium-size legal teams to compete with
larger firms through should include:
•

Transparent subscription pricing models with options you can change based on your current
needs, not the needs of five months ago;

•

Do-it-yourself, end-to-end functionalities that allow you to complete the entire eDiscovery
process inhouse – or only parts of it – whatever you need or prefer. Managed services should
also be an option for those who wish to add specialized talent to their legal team;

•

.An easy-to-use browser-based interface that allows professionals to start reviewing
immediately with little to no training; and

•

Advanced data analytics and visualization tools that provide instant answers and greater
predictability for easier project management.

The new generation of SaaS eDiscovery platforms available today are a giant leap ahead of the
first-generation technologies of the 2000s in terms of flexibility and more nuanced capabilities.
Their use also opens the door to new opportunities.
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Opportunities for new business models
Law firm leaders who effectively use advanced technologies gain tremendous opportunities
to increase their revenue and profit margins. You can take on more work without straining firm
resources and with less risk for errors or liability.
Ultimately, clients want more time to manage their own business, not struggle with eDiscovery,
just like you do. Cloud systems promote a collaborative environment, such as for the coordination
and monitoring of regulatory and internal compliance requirements, which positions you as an
intimate business partner. You no longer wait on third parties to finish projects. Instead, you
provide a tailored, hands-on approach in which your team personally gains rich insights into client
data, which befits your role as trusted legal advisor.
Firms with eDiscovery platforms provide clients with immediate solutions for saving time and
money with zero hassle, proving they care about client needs when actions count.
Firms with eDiscovery platforms provide clients with immediate solutions for saving time and money
with zero hassle.
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Smart fact-finding missions
All the fancy tech in the world is useless if it fails to accomplish the main task at hand – discover
facts, trends, and insights hidden within mountains of difficult-to-access data.
Today’s eDiscovery platforms offer more powerful search engines, deeper data analytics, and
more skillful machine learning, which delivers significant advantages to legal teams through:
•

.Faster Automation: Instantly automate time-consuming manual steps such as deduplication,
relevancy review and redaction. No need to “teach” AI how to recognize relevant information.
Simply upload data and begin review through an intuitive dashboard.

•

.Improved Prioritization: AI uncovers important information before you even know you need
it. Data analytics delve deep into mountains of data to uncover critical insights and trends in
minutes that would otherwise take attorneys and paralegals months to unearth.

•

Higher Quality: Technology is significantly more accurate, faster, and more cost effective than
humans for completing dull, repetitive work.

•

Assured Compliance: Data processing and production that is compliant with all industry
standards and privacy regulations.
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Defensible and secure
Security matters. Clients fear exposing themselves to corporate espionage and ruinous data
breaches by handing over large volumes of data to law firms whose security levels are subpar to
their own – particularly since hackers are well aware of the vulnerabilities in many law firms’ IT
systems.
Defensibility matters. Attorneys fear judges or other authorities may look at their eDiscovery
procedures askance, declare their methods inappropriate, or otherwise deem results inadmissible
or invalid.
The new generation of SaaS eDiscovery platforms provide findings that are fully defensible and
ensure data is thoroughly secure. Make sure that the vendor you partner with can demonstrate:
•.Experienced Leadership: Decades of experience working on complex U.S. and international cases
show an ability to blaze new trails during times of transformation, proving you can rely on them to
lead the way in the future;
•

Highest Security Levels: Look for credentials denoting the highest levels of security including
designations of ISO 27001 certified security and SOC-2 compliance;

•

Trusted Privacy: Full compliance with data privacy regulations including the General Data
Protection Regulation and California Privacy Act is a must; and

•

Reliable Service: Proven results for sophisticated clients with the most demanding needs
indicates that a vendor can handle every intricacy involved in modern eDiscovery.
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Conclusion: show clients you care about their needs
Firms that use today’s agile, affordable SaaS eDiscovery platforms help clients access the costsaving efficiencies they demand. By embracing technology and using it to bring savings to clients,
you demonstrate compelling evidence of your commitment to working with their best interests in
mind.
After all, clients want to rely on their trusted advisors of the past to help lead them into the future.
But they can only do so if you meet them where they are now – in the 21st century – with the
proven advantages of smart, secure SaaS technologies.
Here are three actions you can take right now to start providing clients with more efficient
services:
1. Watch the webinar the eDiscovery SaaS Revolution for Law Firms, for a closer look at how
ZyLAB SaaS eDiscovery platforms blow the competition out of the water.
2. .Contact us for a personal 20-minute demonstration of ZyLAB One. We’d love to meet you!
3. Try ZyLAB One for yourself with our free trial. We’d love for you to meet us!
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